Modernity in a
new dimension.
The slider transmitter by SOMMER

The outer values: modern _ stylish _ durable casing
To compare:
Smoothness:
innovative slider function
prevents unintended
transmission

Devotion:
The high-quality housing in stainless steel provides for
a harmonious design. Due to the timeless appearance
the transmitter will always remain a classy companion.

Portability:
specially for keyring pendants
including snap-links
(full-scale)

62 mm

Momentum:
The four buttons enable the control of up to
four different applications. Enjoy the comfort
of radio control at the touch of a button!

35 mm

The inner values: quality components with full compliance
Extremely high security:
the SOMMER radio system is known as
the most secure and reliable
secure against “code scanning”:
due to the code length of 66 Bit there
are 74 trillion different combinations
secure against “code grabbing”:
the code changes after every use
( “Somloq Rollingcode-System“)
Extremely high quality:
all transmitters are fully tested and assembled using
the highest quality components
we guarantee a high quality product with a long
operational life

Compactly: all figures, data and facts
4-command transmitter
with SOMMER engraving:
Radio control system:
Range:
Slider function:
Housing:
Battery:
Dimensions:

item no. 4031V000
FM 868.8 MHz*
Somloq Rollingcode
approx. 35 m

dust-proof
3 V (Type CR 2032)
62 x 35 x 16 mm

* Also available with FM 434.42 MHz expected at the end of 2010.
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Literal errors, errors and technical changes excepted.

f requency-modulated with FM 868.8 MHz providing better reception and extremely
high transmission security
no visible antenna
exceptionally safe Somloq Rollingcode System; the code length of 66 Bit provides
74 trillion different combination options and offers highest security
self-learning
very reliable due to top-quality components
virtually unlimited expansion possibilities for transmitter applications, e. g. collective garages
low power consumption due the high effenciency of the innovative FM 868.8 MHz
radio system
codes can be deleted if necessary for security reasons
multiple check of the received radio signal

 65052V001-2110-3,0-DHW-2110.

The advantages of the SOMMER radio system:

